
Virtual Memory: 

Definition of Page:  

In computer operating systems, paging is a memory management scheme by which a computer 

stores and retrieves data from secondary storage  for use in main memory. In this scheme, 

the operating system retrieves data from secondary storage in same-size blocks called pages. 

Short version: "page" means "virtual page" (i.e. a chunk of virtual address space) and "page 

frame" means "physical page" (i.e. a chunk of physical memory). 

The page frame is the storage unit (typically 4KB in size) whereas the page is the contents that 

you would store in the storage unit i.e the page frame. For e.g  the RAM is divided into fixed size 

blocks called page frames which is typically 4KB in size, and each page frame can store 4KB of 

data i.e the page. 

Page is what you want to store and page frame is where you want to store.Page - logical 

addresses (addresses referred in a code / program)page frame - physical addresses (addresses 

present in RAM / primary memory). 

When using paging, the main memory is partitioned into equal fixed-size chunks that are 

relatively small, and each process is also divided into small fixed-size chunks of the same size. 

Then, the chunks of a process, known as pages, are assigned to available chunks of memory, 

known as frames or page frames. 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Belady’s Anomaly Problem : Generally page faults are reduced by increasing the page frame, 

but sometimes page faults are increasing though the page frame is increased.This problem is 

called Belady’s anomaly.         

 

 

Example:  

 



 

 

Optimal page replacement algorithm: Which page will be used after longest time period that 

will replace by the new one.     

 



 

Least Recently Used (LRU) Algorithm: Which page is used least recently that will be replaced 

by new page. 

 

 

Counting Algorithms 

● Keep a counter of the number of references that have been made to 

each page 

● Least Frequently Used (LFU) Algorithm: 

         ● Replaces page with the smallest reference count 

         ● Intuition is that active pages have high reference counts 

● Most Frequently Used (MFU) Algorithm: 



         ● Replaces the page with the highest reference count 

         ● Intuition is that pages with small reference counts were probably just paged into memory     

             recently and has yet to be used in the active working set 

● Both approaches are somewhat uncommon and do not approximate OPT very well. 

 

Least Frequently used Algorithm: 

Which page is used less number time is replaced by the new page. When page fault occurs the 

inserted page frequency will increase and replaced page frequency will decrease.  

       

 

 
 

 

 


